FRENCH INDO-CHINA
has created a race of semi-Chinese, superior in almost every respect to
the indigenous populations.
Hindus
Aside from minor activities as coachmen and merchants, the vast
majority of Indians in the colony are usurers. As traders, they under-
sell even the Chinese, who in turn are cheaper than European shops.
of these Hindus come from the Malabar or Coromandel Coasts.
Some of them are Catholics from the French towns of India. But the
majority are Moslems or Hindus who, through a remarkable industry
in counterfeit papers, pretend to be French citizens. This is the basis
of their importance in Cochin-China, where they form a large slice of
an exceptionally venal electorate,1 and where they may hold office
denied to the Annamites. Not only do the Annamites feel themselves
racMly superior to the Hindus, who are in some cases their judges,
but they are outraged at being legally and economically inferior to
in their own country. Under the Blanchy regime in Cochia-
Cbi&ay this situation became patently ridiculous. Hindus were given
fill pay and regular leaves of absence, on the same basis as Europeans,
to recover from the disastrous effects of an Asiatic climate upon their
Certainly the privileged position of these Indians is not com-
their utility to the country, and is simply a practical joke
perpetrated by the French Revolution.
Tbere is a significant saying in Indo-China that one cannot become
*	or Indian usurer, one must be to the profession born. Their
h the piastre, and they give to it an attention bordering on
They        a mysterious and destructive existence, given over
to	avarice. No one knows the whole mechanism, but
seems to be directed from India. This is the only
for the Inexplicable and brusque changes in the interest
charge. Since the country, especially the rural districts, is so
ia         grip,         flactuatfoos spell disaster for large portions of
tike	the	goes is also a mystery. The colony is bled
the	of Bengal are presumably filled with the
There m certainly no group of people in the colony so heartily
CiiBbodiaji resentment of Chinese usury is at
by	but there is no alleviating tenderness
for tite	Cfaovimnist agitator exploited this general hatred
by	the	of g& official revenge upon a ckeffity
1 la X9*3	went 700	wteo in CcdWn-C3iim.
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